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Introduction:
Humpback whales migrate up to 5,000 miles a year from their
feeding to their breeding grounds. The Hawaiian ‘Au’au Channel
between the islands of Maui and Lanai in Hawaii is a preferred
breeding ground for the North Pacific humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae). About 60% of the population migrates from the
feeding grounds in Alaska to Hawaii. Multiple examples have
recently been recorded of humpback whales making the journey to
Hawaii from other parts of the world such as Japan in 1991, or a
whale we found in our research recorded in Russia. This suggests
that humpback whale migration patterns may be shifting. We
followed mother and calf pairs in Maui in January 2022 to obtain
fluke photographs to create a catalog for individual whale
encounters. This catalog was then uploaded to a nonprofit online
database called Happy Whale that uses AI identification to
determine if/where the whale has been previously recorded.

Methods:
● Mother and calf pairs were followed in the ‘Au'au Channel outside
of Lahaina, Maui (NMFS Permit #22750).
● GPS coordinates and photographs of flukes of presumed mothers
and escorts were collected.
● Fluke photos were uploaded to the online database Happy Whale.
● Happy Whale provided data on other recorded sightings of the
whales along with their location, time and assumed gender.
● All confirmed whale flukes and previous sightings of the individuals
were recorded in a catalog.

Importance of the Fluke
● A whale’s fluke can be used to identify individual whales similar
to a human fingerprint.
● It is unique to the individual whale and can be recognized by
the different colors, shapes, scars, and barnacles.
● Happy Whale’s AI scans the “flukeprint” and searches its
database for whale’s recorded history.
● This allows for researchers to catalog their flukes and possibly
encounter new whales and add to whale’s recorded history.
● Matched whales provide insight to the life history of moms and
escorts.

Figure 1: Happy Whale sighting history of each individual whale
encountered in the Winter 2022 expedition. Sighting history
includes all previously recorded encounters with the whale.

Discussion: Final Catalog
● We encountered 63 individuals but only received information for
57 of the whales provided by Happy Whale database.
● Of the 57 individuals, we received the following information:
- 2 males
- 9 females (one of them sighted twice)
- 1 undecided gender as it was seen with a calf but has been
identified as male in previous studies.
- 27 of the whales did not have an identified gender.
● We were the first to record 18 out of 57 whales.
● We found one whale that visited Russia, and three that visited
Canada.
● From this data we concluded that migration patterns are
historically consistent and most whales still travel between
Alaska and Hawaii.
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